Thawed A Collegiate Guide To Food

By Christine Ravago

iUniverse, Inc. Paperback. Condition: New. 112 pages. Dimensions: 9.0in. x 6.0in. x 0.4in. This ends the perpetual cycle of food ignorance! Christine Ravago brings to your apartments what mom forgot to teach you about food and cooking. Thawed contains the fundamentals of cooking through easy recipes, photographs, and basic guidelines for buying and storing food, grilling, and entertaining. After the first few years of college or even your first years starting a career and after you’ve had enough greasy pizza and microwave dinners, Thawed serves as a fool-proof start to your cooking repertoire. Thawed fuses timeless recipes with sugar and spice to bring you excitingly modern meals to pass on for generations. The recipes featured in Thawed have been tested and tasted by your peers, and the results are in its easy! Whether its to impress the girl you just started dating, to gather friends together for a round of juicy gossip, or to celebrate youth, Thawed provides you with the cooking know-how and elegant meals that will leave your guests utterly astonished. This item ships from multiple locations. Your book may arrive from Roseburg, OR, La Vergne, TN. Paperback.
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Reviews

The best publication i actually study. I actually have study and so i am confident that i am going to likely to study once more yet again later on. You will not sense monotony at any moment of your respective time (that’s what catalogs are for relating to if you ask me).

-- Ernest Bergnaum

This written publication is wonderful. It is rally fascinating throught reading period. I discovered this book from my dad and i suggested this publication to find out.

-- Keshau Daugherty
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